Abstract. We study the class of Banach spaces X such that the locally convex space (X, µ(X, Y )) is complete for every norming and norm-closed subspace Y ⊂ X * , where µ(X, Y ) denotes the Mackey topology on X associated to the dual pair X, Y . Such Banach spaces are called fully Mackey complete. We show that fully Mackey completeness is implied by Efremov's property (E) and, on the other hand, it prevents the existence of subspaces isomorphic to ℓ 1 (ω 1 ). . Finally, by assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, we construct a Banach space with w * -sequential dual unit ball which is not fully Mackey complete. A key role in our discussion is played by the (at least formally) smaller class of Banach spaces X such that (Y, w * ) has the Mazur property for every norming and norm-closed subspace Y ⊂ X * .
Introduction
Let X be a Banach space and Y ⊂ X * a w * -dense subspace (not necessarily norm-closed). The Mackey topology µ(X, Y ) on X associated to the dual pair X, Y is the locally convex topology of uniform convergence on elements of the family K(Y ) := {K ⊂ Y : K is absolutely convex and w * -compact}.
Several authors have recently discussed the completeness of (X, µ(X, Y )), see [3] , [8] and [9] . This research line was motivated initially by Kunze's paper [11] on vector integration (cf. [1, 15] ). Bonet and Cascales [3] exploited some results of [7] to prove that if X contains a subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 (c), then there is a norming and norm-closed subspace Y ⊂ X * for which (X, µ(X, Y )) is not complete. At this point we stress that, in general, the completeness of (X, µ(X, Y )) implies that Y is norming, see [9, Proposition 3] . Guirao, Montesinos and Zizler [9] exhibited a connection between the completeness of (X, µ(X, Y )) and the Mazur property of (Y, w * ) (i.e. the property that every w * -sequentially continuous linear functional f : Y → R is w * -continuous). More precisely:
(a) If (Y, w
On the other hand, in Theorem 3.5 we characterize fully Mackey completeness in a similar spirit, namely, a Banach space X is shown to be fully Mackey complete if and only if for every norming and norm-closed subspace Y ⊂ X * and every x * ∈ X * \ Y there is K ∈ K(X * ) such that K ⊂ Y ⊕ [x * ] and x * ∈ K ∩ Y w * . Section 4 is mostly devoted to showing further examples of Banach spaces which are not fully Mackey complete. Theorem 4.1 provides a technical tool which applies to prove that spaces like ℓ 1 (ω 1 ) and C[0, ω 1 ] fail to be fully Mackey complete. In particular, since this property is inherited by closed subspaces (Corollary 3.6), it follows that a fully Mackey complete Banach space cannot contain subspaces isomorphic to ℓ 1 (ω 1 ), thus improving the result of [3] which was mentioned above. The absence of subspaces isomorphic to ℓ 1 is not sufficient for fully Mackey completeness, as the example of C[0, ω 1 ] makes clear. On the other hand, we also investigate fully Mackey completeness within the setting of dual Banach spaces. It is shown that if X * is fully Mackey complete, then X is w * -sequentially dense in X * * (Theorem 4.5). As a consequence, we include a sharp characterization of the fully Mackey completeness of X * , in some particular cases, in terms of the compact topological space (B X * * , w * ) (Corollaries 4.8 and 4.9). One may wonder whether property (E ′ ) implies fully Mackey completeness. We will show that this is not the case. By modifying a construction of [2] , under the Continuum Hypothesis, we provide an example of a maximal almost disjoint family F of infinite subsets of N for which the Banach space C(K F ) is not fully Mackey complete, where K F is the Stone space of the Boolean algebra generated by F and the finite subsets of N (Theorem 4.10). Note that, without any extra set-theoretic assumption, all Banach spaces of the form C(K F ) have property (E ′ ) (see [12] ). We finish the paper by collecting several open problems. For instance, we do not know whether fully Mazur and fully Mackey completeness are equivalent properties.
Terminology and preliminaries
All our topological spaces are Hausdorff and all our linear spaces are real. Given a linear space E, we denote by E # the linear space consisting of all linear functionals from E to R. For any set S ⊂ E, the symbol [S] stands for the subspace of E generated by S. Given a dual pair E, F , we denote by w(E, F ) and w(F, E) the induced weak topologies on E and F . When E = X is a Banach space and F = X * (its topological dual), we simply write w = w(X, X * ) and w * = w(X * , X). A locally convex space E is said to have the Mazur property if every sequentially continuous element of E # is continuous. A topological space T is said to be Fréchet-Urysohn if, for each B ⊂ T , any element of B is the limit of a sequence contained in B. A subset C of a topological space T is said to be sequentially closed if no sequence in C converges to a point in T \ C. Given a Banach space X, we write B X = {x ∈ X : x ≤ 1} (the closed unit ball of X). A subspace Y ⊂ X * is said to be norming if the formula
defines an equivalent norm on X. Given a compact topological space K, we denote by C(K) the Banach space of all real-valued continuous functions on K, equipped with the supremum norm. For each t ∈ K, we write δ t ∈ C(K) * to denote the evaluation functional at t, i.e. δ t (h) := h(t) for all h ∈ C(K).
Throughout this paper X is a Banach space. Given a w * -dense subspace Y ⊂ X * , we consider the subspace of Y # defined by
Note that X can be identified with the subspace of X Y consisting of all w * -continuous elements of Y # , that is, for any w
Observe that X Y , Y is a dual pair and that an absolutely convex set K ⊂ Y is w * -compact if and only if it is w(Y, X Y )-compact. In particular, the restriction of µ( X Y , Y ) to X coincides with µ(X, Y ). Grothendieck's characterization of the completion of a locally convex space (see e.g. [10, §21.9] ), when applied to our setting, yields the following: 
Thus, under the additional assumption that Y is norm-closed, the Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees that for every f ∈ X Y there is some x * * ∈ X * * such that 
The following useful fact (see [9, Lemma 11] ) will be needed several times.
A general locally convex space very often lacks completeness but sometimes it satisfies a weaker property, called quasi-completeness, that is enough for major applications of completeness (Krein-Smulyan theorem, for instance). Recall that a locally convex space E is said to be quasi-complete if every bounded and closed subset of E is complete. We next show that in our setting quasi-completeness and completeness coincide. 
Bearing in mind Mazur's theorem (see e.g. [6, Theorem 3 .45]), we deduce that
Suppose (X, µ(X, Y )) is quasi-complete. We will show that (X, µ(X, Y )) is complete by applying Fact 2.1. Take any f ∈ X Y . Since f ∈ Y * (by Fact 2.2), we can assume that f ∈ B Y * (normalize!). Then f ∈ A µ( XY ,Y ) (by (2.1)) and so there is a net (x α ) α∈Λ in A which µ( X Y , Y )-converges to f . In particular, (x α ) α∈Λ is a bounded Cauchy net in the quasi-complete locally convex space (X, µ(X, Y )).
Then (x α ) α∈Λ is µ(X, Y )-convergent to some x ∈ X and so f = x ∈ X.
Mazur property and Mackey completeness
The following proposition improves statement (b) in the introduction:
Then (Y, w * ) has the Mazur property.
Proof. Let f : Y → R be linear and w * -sequentially continuous. Since (X, µ(X, Y )) is complete, in order to prove that f is w * -continuous it suffices to check that f | K is w * -continuous for any
Since f is linear, for any convex C ⊂ R the set f −1 (C) ∩ K is convex and so it is w * -closed if and only if it is w * -sequentially closed (by (ii)). Therefore, the w * -sequential continuity of f ensures that (⋆) holds and the proof is finished.
) is complete if and only if (Y, w * ) has the Mazur property. (ii) X is fully Mackey complete if and only if it is fully Mazur.
The characterizations of fully Mazur and fully Mackey complete Banach spaces given in the next two theorems are our main results in this section. 
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) Suppose condition (ii) fails and fix a norming and norm
which is norming and norm-closed) and the functional f ∈ Y * defined by f (z * + λx * ) := λ for all z * ∈ Z and λ ∈ R.
Observe that f is not w * -continuous because
Let us show that f is w * -sequentially continuous. Let (y * n ) n∈N be a sequence in Y which w * -converges to some y * ∈ Y . Write
This proves that f is w * -sequentially continuous. We have shown that (Y, w * ) fails the Mazur property and therefore that X is not fully Mazur.
(ii)⇒(i) Let Y ⊂ X * be a norming and norm-closed subspace. To prove that (Y, w * ) has the Mazur property, take a w
and we can consider the norming and norm-closed subspace Z := Y ∩ ker(x * * ) ⊂ X * (Fact 2.4). Condition (ii) applied to Z ensures that S 1 (Z) = X * and so the w * -sequential continuity of f implies that Y = Z, a contradiction which finishes the proof.
As an application, we generalize the result that Banach spaces having Fréchet-Urysohn dual ball are fully Mazur (see [9, Theorem 5] ):
Proof. Let Y ⊂ X * be any norming subspace. By the Hahn-Banach separation
(since X has property (E)) and therefore S 1 (Y ) = X * . Theorem 3.3 now applies to deduce that X is fully Mazur.
Theorem 3.5. X is fully Mackey complete if and only if the following condition holds:
(LK) For every norming and norm-closed subspace Y ⊂ X * and every
Proof. Suppose X fails condition (LK). Take a norming and norm-closed subspace Y 0 ⊂ X * and x * ∈ X * \ Y 0 such that for every K ∈ K(X * ) we have
where y * α ∈ Y 0 and λ α ∈ R) which w * -converges to some y * + λx * ∈ K ′ (where y * ∈ Y 0 and λ ∈ R) and such that (λ α ) α∈Λ does not converge to λ. Since K ′ is bounded, so is (λ α ) α∈Λ . Fix M > 0 such that |λ α | ≤ M for all α ∈ Λ. By passing to a subnet if necessary we can assume that (λ α ) α∈Λ converges to some λ ′ = λ. Set
and notice that K ∈ K(X * ) since it is a sum of absolutely convex and w * -compact sets. Moreover, the net
is contained in K ∩ Y 0 and w * -converges to x * , which contradicts (3.1). This shows that (X, (µ(X, Y )) is not complete.
Conversely, we now prove that condition (LK) implies that X is fully Mackey complete. The argument is similar to the proof of (ii)⇒(i) in 
. This contradicts the w * -continuity of f | K , because f vanishes on K ∩ Y 0 and f (x * ) = 0. It follows that f is w * -continuous. This shows that (X, µ(X, Y )) is complete (by Fact 2.1). Proof. Let X 0 ⊂ X be a a closed subspace and denote by r : X * → X * 0 the bounded linear operator defined by r(x * ) := x * | X0 for every x * ∈ X * . Given any norm-closed subspace Y 0 ⊂ X * 0 , the norm-closed subspace Y := r −1 (Y 0 ) ⊂ X * is norming (for X) whenever Y 0 is norming (for X 0 ), see e.g. [6, p. 269, Exercise 5.6]. The conclusion now follows at once from Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, bearing in mind the w * -w * -continuity of r.
Banach spaces which are not fully Mackey complete
The following technical result provides a sufficient condition on a Banach space to fail fully Mackey completeness. Recall that a topological space is said to be countably compact if every sequence in it has a cluster point. (a n ) x * n (f (t j )) > ε for every j ≤ n; (b n ) |x * n (f (t))| ≤ ε n for every t ∈ U n ; (c n ) t n ∈ U n−1 (with the convention U 0 := T ).
For the first step, take any
there is an open neighborhood U 1 of ∞ such that |x * 1 (f (t))| ≤ ε for every t ∈ U 1 . Suppose now that, for some n ∈ N, we have already chosen t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ∈ D, x * 1 , x * 2 , . . . , x * n ∈ K ∩ Y and
and (c i ) hold for every i ≤ n. Pick an arbitrary t n+1 ∈ D ∩ U n and choose x * n+1 ∈ K ∩ Y with x * n+1 (f (t j )) > ε for every j ≤ n + 1 (bear in mind that the t i 's belong to D and
). Now, the continuity of x * n+1 • f ensures the existence of an open neighborhood U n+1 of ∞ contained in U n such that |x * n+1 (f (t))| ≤ ε n+1 for every t ∈ U n+1 . This finishes the inductive construction.
be any w * -cluster point of the sequence (x * n ) n∈N . Then (a) x * (f (t n )) ≥ ε for every n ∈ N; (b) x * (f (t)) = 0 for every t ∈ n∈N U n .
We claim that
Our proof is by contradiction. Suppose x * +λx * ∞ ∈ Y for some λ ∈ R. By (a) and (b), x * • f is not continuous at any cluster point of the sequence (t n ) n∈N (such cluster points exist since T is countably compact and, by construction, they are contained in n∈N U n ), hence λ = 0. Observe that Proof. Let T := Γ ∪ {∞} be the one-point compactification of the set Γ equipped with the discrete topology. Define f : T → ℓ 1 (Γ) by declaring f (γ) := e γ for all γ ∈ Γ and f (∞) := 0. Then {x * ∈ ℓ ∞ (Γ) : x * • f is continuous} = c 0 (Γ) is norming and norm-closed. Take x * ∞ := χ Γ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Γ) and fix any 0 < ε < 1. Since Γ is uncountable, {∞} is not a G δ -set and so {t ∈ T : x * ∞ (f (t)) > ε} = Γ intersects every G δ -set containing ∞. The result now follows from Theorem 4.1.
By putting together Corollaries 3.6 and 4.2, we get: 
is norm-closed (bear in mind that f is bounded) and norming, because it contains the set {δ β+1 : β < ω 1 }. Take x * ∞ := δ ω1 and fix any 0 < ε < 1. Then the set {t ∈ T : x * ∞ (f (t)) > ε} = [0, ω 1 ) intersects every G δ -set containing ∞ (since {∞} is not a G δ -set). The result now follows from Theorem 4.1.
We now focus on dual Banach spaces. Since X is a norm-closed subspace of X * * which is norming for X * , Theorem 3.3 implies that X is w * -sequentially dense in X * * whenever X * is fully Mazur. In fact, we have the following:
Proof. By Corollary 4.3, X * contains no subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 (ω 1 ), which implies that X contains no subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 (see e.g. [ 
17, Proposition 4.2]).
Fix x * * ∈ X * * \ X. Since X is a norming (for X * ) and norm-closed subspace of X * * , Theorem 3.5 ensures the existence of
. This implies that K ∩ X is not weakly compact and therefore it is not weakly sequentially compact (due to the Eberlein-Šmulian theorem). Take any sequence (x n ) n∈N in K ∩ X without weakly convergent subsequences. Since X does not contain subspaces isomorphic to ℓ 1 , we can suppose without loss of generality that (x n ) n∈N is weakly Cauchy, thanks to Rosenthal's ℓ 1 -theorem (see e.g. [17, Proposition 4.2] ). Therefore, (x n ) n∈N is w * -convergent to an element of X * * of the form x + λx * * with x ∈ X and λ = 0 (since
is a sequence in X which w * -converges to x * * . This shows that X is w * -sequentially dense in X * * .
Banach spaces which are w * -sequentially dense in their bidual have been widely studied in the literature. We next include some related remarks on fully Mackey complete dual spaces which follow from Theorem 4.5.
Remark 4.6. Every w * -sequentially continuous linear functional f : X * * → R is norm-continuous when restricted to X, i.e. f | X ∈ X * . Therefore, the equality f (x * * ) = x * * , f | X holds for every x * * ∈ X * * which is the w * -limit of a sequence contained in X. It follows that if X is w * -sequentially dense in X * * , then (X * * , w * ) has the Mazur property. This provides new non-trivial examples of Banach spaces which are not fully Mackey complete, such as the long James space J(ω 1 ) (see [5] ). Indeed, J(ω 1 ) is the dual of a Banach space X which is not w * -sequentially dense in X * * , since (J(ω 1 ) * , w * ) fails the Mazur property.
Remark 4.7. If X is w * -sequentially dense in X * * , then X contains no subspace isomorphic to ℓ 1 (see e.g. [16, Proposition 3.9] ) and, moreover, in each of the following particular cases (B X * * , w * ) is Fréchet-Urysohn: By an almost disjoint family we mean an infinite family of pairwise almost disjoint infinite subsets of N, where two sets are said to be almost disjoint if they have finite intersection. For any almost disjoint family F , we denote by K F the Stone (compact topological) space associated to the Boolean algebra generated by F and the finite subsets of N. Notice that there is a natural decomposition 
Observe that ℓ 1 (N) is a norming (since N is dense in K F ) and norm-closed subspace of C(K F ) * . Under the Continuum Hypothesis, the construction in [2, Section 4] provides a maximal (with respect to inclusion) almost disjoint family F for which no sequence in the convex hull of {δ n : n ∈ N} is w * -convergent to δ ∞ . We will improve such construction as follows: Proof. WriteÑ r := N 1 ∪ . . . ∪ N r for all r ∈ N. We will construct by induction a sequence (F r ) r∈N of finite subsets of N and a strictly increasing sequence (n r ) r∈N of natural numbers as follows. Take any finite set F 1 ⊂ N and any n 1 ∈ N. Given r ∈ N, r ≥ 2, suppose the finite sets F 1 , . . . , F r−1 ⊂ N and n 1 < · · · < n r−1 in N have already been chosen. By (4.1) and (iii), we can find n r ∈ N with n r > n r−1 in such a way that This finishes the inductive construction. Let us check that N ′ := r∈N F r satisfies the required properties. On one hand, for each r ∈ N with r ≥ 2 we have As r ∈ N is arbitrary, it follows that lim sup
On the other hand, (i) ensures that lim i→∞ j∈F λ i,j = 0 whenever F ⊂ N is finite, therefore N ′ is infinite. By construction, N ′ ∩ N 1 ⊆ F 1 and for each r ∈ N with r ≥ 2 the intersection N ′ ∩ N r is contained in the finite set
This shows that F ∪ {N
′ } is an almost disjoint family. : α < ω 1 }. Let F be the almost disjoint family given by Lemma 4.12. To check that F is maximal, take any infinite set N = {n k : k ∈ N} ⊂ N and define a matrix (λ i,j ) i,j∈N ∈ R N×N by declaring λ i,j := 1 if n i = j and λ i,j := 0 otherwise. Obviously, it satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.11, hence there is N ′ ∈ F such that j∈N ′ λ i,j i∈N does not converge to 0, which clearly implies that N ∩ N ′ is infinite. This shows that F is maximal.
Suppose (x * i ) i∈N is a sequence in ℓ 1 (N) which w * -converges to δ ∞ in C(K F ) * . For each i ∈ N we write x * i = j∈N λ i,j δ j , where λ i,j ∈ R and j∈N |λ i,j | < ∞. As we pointed out in Corollary 3.2, Problem 4.13 has an affirmative answer for Banach spaces with property (E ′ ). 
